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QUESTION: 1
What is protected by the storage system password?

A. access to Command View EVA
B. access to the operator control panel
C. login to the Storage Management Appliance
D. access from the Storage Management Appliance to the storage system

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
Why would you configure multiple disk groups instead of a single disk group?

A. to improve the overall performance
B. to use different Vraid levels
C. to lower the total cost of ownership
D. to have independent data streams

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
Where are the cache batteries located on the HSV controller?

A. behind the OCP
B. below the controller shelf
C. at the bottom of the EVA rack
D. at the rear of the HSV controller

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
In a 2C12D configuration, which two loops connect to the drive enclosures above the
controller pair and loop switches? (Choose two.)

A. Loop 1A
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B. Loop 1B
C. Loop 2A
D. Loop 2B

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 5
In the EVA, which type(s) of snapshot or copy may be set to a different preferred controller
than that of the parent disk?

A. both snapshot and snapclone
B. virtually capacity free snapshot
C. virtually instantaneous snapclone
D. traditional controller-based snapshot

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
The EVA has just arrived onsite. What must be entered before the SAN appliance can
connect to and manage the EVA?

A. WWN
B. license
C. cell name
D. password

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
What is the maximum number of disks supported per EVA5000?

A. 8
B. 16
C. 240
D. 256
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
What is the key customer benefit of the 8C8D configuration?

A. high capacity
B. small footprint
C. less cost per MB
D. high performance

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
Which statement is true about Distributed Virtual RAID?

A. It requires that chunks of data are held contiguously, which results in faster data access.
B. The system manager has control over the distribution of physical data chunks on the
storage.
C. Physical blocks of data are more easily located in a Distributed Virtual RAID system
than in traditional RAID.
D. The location of each chunk of data changes dynamically; the physical location of each
block of data may change.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
What is the maximum presentable Vraid0 capacity if you use 200 drives with 300GB each?

A. 30TB
B. 35TB
C. 45TB
D. 60TB

Answer: B
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